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Ask them to tell you what they like best about your essay, and what you can
do to improve it. Criticism of your writing can be tough to hear, but try to
listen with an open mind.

Read it over one more time, looking for those little errors that can creep in as
you write or edit. To make sure you catch everything, try reading your essay
out loud or having someone else read it out loud to you. Another strategy is
to read the essay backward, from the last sentence to university of south
carolina gamecock newspaper first.

That makes it just unfamiliar enough for errors to stand out. Absolutely, but
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that is the exception rather than the rule. A great essay rarely makes up for a
weak academic record. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Personal
statements are sometimes also called "application essays" or "statements of
purpose.

Some applications ask more specific questions than others. There is no set
formula to follow in shaping your response, only choices for you to make,
such as whether you should write an essay that is more autobiographically
focused or one that is more professionally focused. From application to
application, requested personal statements also vary widely in length, ranging
from a couple of paragraphs to a series of essays of a page or so each.

How are personal statements read, and by whom. It is important in
developing your personal statement to carefully consider this audience. What
are the areas of specialty of this department, and what might it be looking for
in a graduate student. Additionally, since personal statements will most often
be read as part of your "package," they offer an opportunity to show aspects
of yourself that will not be developed in other areas of your application.

Obviously, it is important that personal statements are not simply prose
formulations of material contained elsewhere in the application. It may be
helpful to think of the statement as the single opportunity in your package to
allow the admissions committee to hear your university of south carolina
gamecock newspaper. Often times, committees are sorting through large
numbers of applications and essays, perhaps doing an initial quick sort
university of south carolina gamecock newspaper find the best applicants
and then later reading some of the personal statements more thoroughly.

Given that information, you will want your statement to readily engage the
readers, and to clearly demonstrate what makes you a unique candidate-apart
from the rest of the stack. Do not try to hide, make excuses for, or lie about
your weaknesses. In some cases, a student needs to explain a weak
component of his or her application, but in other cases it may be best not to
mention those weaknesses at all.

Rather, write an essay that focuses on your strengths. Center for Writing
Studies 288 English Building, 608 Context Considerations How are personal
statements read, and by whom. One Process for Writing the Personal
Statement Analyze the question(s) asked on a specific application.



Take a personal inventory (see below). Write out a 2-3 sentence response to
each question. Revise your essay for form and content. Ask someone else -
preferably a faculty member in your area - to read your essay and make
suggestions for further revision.

Personal Inventory Questions What makes you unique, or at least different
from, university of south carolina gamecock newspaper other applicant.
What attracts you to your chosen career.

What do you expect to get out of it. When did you initially become interested
in this career.

What are the requirements. Pen or Pencil Paper Word processing software
(like Microsoft Word, Notepad, or Textedit) What am I going to get from
this course.

>>> UNLIMITED DISCOUNTS <<<

That shows me right there that you have the determination to find outside
resources to help you. This alone puts you way ahead of the game.

However, there are differences that come along with writing about ancient
texts. Translating Latin and Greek is an important skill and one that you may
have already mastered.

Crafting an effective argument around the texts and their translations,
however, includes many pitfalls which we will try to address here. This
narrow-minded approach often means that the writer completely overlooks
an even better thesis or winds up attempting to support a weak thesis. The
more you write, the more you will understand your topic, and the less likely
it will be that your original thesis should be kept.

Sometimes, however, even coming up with a preliminary thesis is difficult for
first-year writers. Developing a thesis is never university of south carolina
gamecock newspaper, even for experienced writers. However, with some
practice, it will eventually become second nature. Below are two popular
techniques 1. Within the flow of the English sentenceLiterary devices,
specifically sound and meter Since it is another area in which papers for
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Latin and Greek classes are similar to typical English classes, the use of
literary devices to analyze a piece of literature should not be new to anyone
used to writing analytical essays for any class.

However, specific discussions of sound and meter tend to be more prevalent
in Latin and Greek essays. These devices, since they are largely set aside in
English language analysis, can cause problems for some writers. Though
sound and meter have a subjective effect on each reader, a higher level of
objectivity is needed in analytical essays. If you wish to include a discussion
of sound and meter within your paper, there university of south carolina
gamecock newspaper two pieces of adviceAlso, remember that the
subjectivity of how these devices affect each reader may not allow them to be
the strongest argument.

Because of the higher possibility for this disconnect than in the discussion of
other literary devices, a writer may want to use sound and meter just as
qualified add-ons to other, stronger arguments.

Counter-arguments To truly convince your audience, you cannot include only
your own arguments in your essay. When assembling your argument, try to
answer any counter-arguments that your professor may think of. Both
Professors Stevenson and Simpson used the analogy of a court room where
the reader (the professor) stands as judge and jury.

You must develop your ideas so that they would stand up to a "cross-
examination. Translations Each professor will likely give you a different
answer on this issue. Some wish for a translation to be included when you
quote in Latin or in Greek, others (especially in the language classes) do not
require a translation.

If your professor does ask for translations, there are a few guidelines for
including them. Integrating and Citing Quotations Learning to properly
integrate quotes is a difficult process for many first-year writers. Elizabeth
Baughan, professor of Archaeology at the University of Richmond, says that
many students "seem unsure of how to use secondary sources beyond quoting
university of south carolina gamecock newspaper, and quotations are
often inserted awkwardly, without being incorporated into the structure of
the paragraph.



To help your readers to understand who is saying what (and perhaps also
when and where), you need to use your own voice as the writer to introduce
sources to the reader, clearly distinguish their voices and ideas from yours,
and represent what they have said as accurately and fairly as possible. When
you shift between their words and ideas to your own, the reader should have
no difficult making these distinctions.

What exactly are you talking about in this paper. What is the significance of
your interpretation. Shows the transition from Greek to Roman civilization.
With these three things figured out, you can write your thesis. Foreign
language phrases There are many different methods for including foreign
phrases in your paper, and each professor may want writers to use different
methods.

Within the flow of the University of south carolina gamecock newspaper
sentence If it is a short quotation-usually a single phrase-that fits
grammatically in an English sentence, place it there, italicized, and without
quotation marks, but still cite it at the end of the sentence (either
parenthetically or in a footnote).

In quotation marks If the quotation does not fit within the grammar of the
English sentence or is a whole sentence in its own right, quote it just as in any
essay and include a citation.
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